BEACON
Error-free filing… before you
submit to the regulator
Did you know, even “correct” XBRL filings can still have incorrect data?
Taxonomies use advanced validation rules to check you’ve entered the right kinds of
information… but they can’t check the data itself. Think of it as remembering to enter a
figure for net profit, but never knowing if a few zeros got lost (or added) by mistake.
So why can’t you check the data before sending it? When you create a filing, your data is
encoded in XBRL. The information is all there in one file – just not in a format that you
can view. That means when the time comes for submission, you never actually see what
you’re sending to the regulator. And that’s where data errors can slip through.

The solution? See it like a regulator.
Beacon, from CoreFiling, solves this challenge. Beacon is a powerful XBRL review
framework. It lets you view your filing inside the regulatory templates – with Beacon, you
can see your data exactly as the regulator will, and check it for errors before you submit
anything to the gateway.
And since Beacon is hosted in the cloud, you can collaborate with colleagues around the
world, in real time. No performance losses, no complicated installations. Guard against
rejections, and keep your data consistent, with Beacon.

ABOUT COREFILING
We are one of Europe’s leading XML vendors, with a substantial history in the successful design, publication and validation of
XML and XBRL. Our success is based on tools and services created with an uncompromising commitment to engineering
excellence. The company is an active member of the XBRL Consortium, which oversees the development of the XBRL standard.

THE BENEFITS

Put your data under the microscope.
Beacon gives you unprecedented access to the information locked inside your XBRL
documents. Drill down into to the raw data, apply targeted validation rules, and inspect
each filing for errors with incredible accuracy.

Collaborate and review.
Beacon fits seamlessly into your existing workflow. Its advanced cloud architecture
promotes true collaboration: an unlimited number of users can access Beacon through
web browsers. Beacon also includes a powerful filing management system – keep all
your filings together in a secure, change-tracked environment, ready for review.

Our cloud or yours?
Security for your data is paramount. That’s why Beacon is ISO27001 certified, and CREST
approved. And if you don't want your information stored remotely? No problem. Beacon
lets you set up your own private cloud on a local server. In fact, Beacon supports SaaS
delivery, your own private cloud, or a traditional on-premises installation.

Always up to date.
Beacon is “taxonomy agnostic”. That means you don’t have to keep track of the
taxonomies that are most relevant to you. Our platform responds immediately to new
reporting requirements, as soon as they are published (whether from the EBA, EIOPA, or
NCAs). No complicated software updates, and no lengthy configuration.

API Integration & Automation.
REST APIs let you connect to any Beacon feature. Access your existing data sets.
Interrogate regulatory tables. Extract data for true last mile assurance.
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